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Abstract
We propose to study the ΛN weak interaction by measuring the non-mesonic weak
decay (NMWD) of Λ-hypernuclei. The ΛN NMWD process, ΛN →N N , happens only
in the Λ-hypernuclei and important information on the baryon-baryon weak interaction
can be obtained. Light hypernuclei, such as 4Λ H, 4Λ He and 5Λ He, are the best hypernuclei
to study the spin, isospin and parity structures of the baryon-baryon weak interaction,
but experimental information is quite scarce. We propose a precise measurement of the
NMWD process of the 4Λ He hypernucleus as a Day-1 experiment.
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1

Changes from the previous proposal (P10)

In the previous proposal, P10 “Study on Λ-Hypernuclei with the Charge-Exchange Reactions”,
we proposed to carry out a series of experiments by using single- and double-charge exchange
reactions. The subjects of the experiments were the production of neutron-rich hypernuclei
and the detailed studies on the ΛN weak interaction. Although the subjects had a weak
coupling each other in concepts of physics, both studies required a high intensity beamline in
the ultimate goal, and we arranged the experiments in one proposal. On the previous proposal,
PAC pointed out “the lack of a unique installation for the whole series of measurements” and
requested “a more detailed scheduling of the activities”.
Following the comments from PAC, we decided to update the previous proposal as two
separated experimental proposals to respond to the comments clearly and unambiguously.
In this proposal, we discuss on the experiments to investigate the ΛN weak interaction by
measurements of the non-mesonic weak decay (NMWD) in the A=4 Λ-hypernuclei. Current
status and prospects of studies on the ΛN weak interaction were revised. The details of the
experimental procedures, detector performance simulations and cost estimations were updated.
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Introduction

The Λ-hypernucleus was identiﬁed experimentally for the ﬁrst time in 1953 in a nuclear emulsion exposed to cosmic rays[1]. Since then, number of experiments have been carried out,
innovative methods/techniques have been developed and many aspects of the Λ-hypernuclei
have become clear.
Studies on the Λ-hypernuclei in the past were categorized mainly in two subjects. One
was the study of the Λ-hypernuclei as another nuclei with the strangeness degrees of freedom.
Precise measurements of level structures of the Λ-hypernuclei made it possible to study the
hyperon-nucleon strong interaction. Another subject was the study on the ΛN weak interactions. As well know, the Λ hyperon decays to a pion and a nucleon by the weak interaction in
the free space, Λ→N π. Similar decay mode exists in the Λ-hypernuclei known as the mesonic
weak decay (MWD). Since the momentum of the decay nucleon from the MWD process is
about 100 MeV/c which is smaller than the Fermi momentum of nucleons in nuclei, the MWD
process is suppressed strongly in heavy hypernuclei due to the Pauli blocking. Another decay
mode, so called non-mesonic weak decay (NMWD) mode, in which a Λ hyperon and a nucleon
goes to two nucleons (ΛN→NN), is possible in the Λ-hypernuclei. The decay momentum of
the NMWD process is about 400 MeV/c and the decay nucleons are almost free from the Pauli
blocking. The new decay mode provides a powerful tool to study the baryon-baryon weak
interaction, for which experimental studies are usually quite diﬃcult.
In this proposal, we propose to study the ΛN weak interaction by the measurements of
NMWD for A=4 Λ-hypernuclei.

2.1

Study on ΛN weak interaction

The study on the weak ΛN interaction has long history experimentally and theoretically. In
recent years, precise measurements of branching ratios, total decay widths and decay asymmetries became available from a series of experiments, and estimated values for these observables
from diﬀerent theoretical calculations were converged. However, explanations of the experimental values by the theoretical calculations are still controversial. The situation is described
in the following sections.
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Table 1: Six amplitudes in the non-mesonic weak decay process whose initial ΛN system is in
relative S-states.
Initial Final
1
1
S0
S0
3
P0
3
3
S1
S1
3
D1
1

P1
3
P1

Matrix element Rate
a
a2
b
(σ1 − σ2 )q
b2
2
c
c2
d
√
S (q)
d2
2 2 12
√

3
e(σ1 − σ2 )q
√2
6
f (σ1 + σ2 )q
4

e2
f2

If
1
1
0
0

Parity change
no
yes
no
no

0
1

yes
yes

Another long standing puzzle is the dominance of the ∆I=1/2 channel over the ∆I=3/2 channel, so called “∆I=1/2 rule”, which is necessary to explain the kaon and hyperon weak decays but it is diﬃcult to reproduce with theoretical calculations. There are discussions that
the “∆I=1/2 rule” may be broken in NMWD of Λ-hypernuclei, but conclusion is not obtained, yet. Since the decay momentum of the NMWD process, about 400 MeV/c, is considerably high, the baryon-baryon weak interaction in a short distance becomes important. Such
short-range interaction may be described by a quark-exchange model which predicts a strong
∆I=3/2 contribution[2].
2.1.1

Partial decay rates of non-mesonic weak decay

The matrix element of the non-mesonic weak decay can be classiﬁed into six amplitudes depending on the spin, isospin and parity of the initial and ﬁnal states as shown in Table 1
provided that the initial state is of relative S-wave[3]. The study of partial decay rates,
Γ(Λn→nn)≡Γn and Γ(Λp→np)≡Γp , can constrain magnitude of each amplitude in terms of
isospin (If in Table 1) because the nn system is in a pure isospin 1 state and the np system
is a mixture of the isospin 1 and 0 states. A phenomenological analysis of s-shell hypernuclei
predicted the dominance of the If =1 amplitude (amplitude f ) from the 4Λ H and 4Λ He NMWD
data[3]. The prediction was supported experimentally because Γn /Γp ratios, so-called npratios, close to unity were observed for the 5Λ He and 12Λ C hypernuclei[4, 5]. On the contrary,
theoretical estimations based on the pion exchange model implied the dominance of the If =0
amplitudes (amplitudes c and d) which was reﬂecting the strong tensor interaction due to
π-meson exchange[6, 7], and predicted vanishing branching ratios to the If =1 channels. This
discrepancy had existed for a long time even though heavier mesons, like ρ/ω, K/K* and σ,
were included in the calculations[8, 9].
Recently KEK-PS-E462[10] and E508[11] experiments have been carried out in order to
solve the discrepancy. In the experiments, all the decay particles (np and nn pairs) from
the ΛN →N N process were measured and the kinematics of the non-mesonic weak decay, a
back-to-back emission of a NN pair, were reconstructed, in order to avoid the contribution
due to the ﬁnal state interaction and the ΛN N →N N N three body process[12, 13]. If the
ΛN →N N process happens from a ΛN pair at rest, the N N pair in the ﬁnal state is emitted
back-to-back due to the momentum conservation. Although the Λ and N in hypernuclei have
the Fermi motion and the back-to-back correlation is smeared, the angular correlation still
remains and can be seen clearly experimentally. The NN angular correlation was demonstrated
in Ref.[14] for the ﬁrst time in the Λp→np decay (see Fig.1 top), and was clearly seen for both
NMWD channels, Λp→np and Λn→nn, in the E462 experiment[15] (see Fig.1 bottom).
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Figure 1: (Top) Angular correlation between np pairs from NMWD of the 4Λ He hypernucleus
reported in Ref.[14]. Horizontal axis corresponds to cos of the opening angle of np, and one
can see clear enhancement at Cos η=−1. (Bottom) Angular correlation between np (left)
and nn (right) pairs from NMWD of the 5Λ He hypernucleus shown in Ref.[15]. Horizontal axis
corresponds to cos of the opening angle of the two nucleons, and one can see clear enhancement
at cos θnp,nn =−1.
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Table 2: Summary of results of the Γn /Γp ratio measurements in the past.

12
ΛC
5
Λ He

4
Λ He

4
ΛH

old
1.33+1.12
−0.81
1.87 ± 0.59+0.32
−1.00
0.77 → 2.0
≥ 1.4
0.87 ± 0.37
0.43+0.24
−0.18
0.67+0.19
−0.15
0.06+0.28
−0.06
0.25 ± 0.13
n.a.

ref.
[4]
[5]
[18]
[19]
[4]
[20]
[21]
[22]
[14]

recent
0.51 ± 0.13 ± 0.04

ref.
[17]

0.45 ± 0.11 ± 0.03

[15]

n.a.

n.a.

The Γn /Γp ratios were obtained from the new KEK-PS experiments[15, 16, 17]. The values
were:
0.45 ± 0.11(stat) ± 0.03(syst)
for 5Λ He
0.51 ± 0.13(stat) ± 0.04(syst)

for

12
Λ C.

The new results were diﬀerent from that of old measurements in which the ratios were larger
than or close to unity. It indicated that the If =1 component was not negligible as previous
experiments had been pointed out but the amplitude was smaller than the If =0 component.
Table 2 is a summary of the results of the Γn /Γp ratio for light hypernuclei in the past. The
experiments also told us the importance of the eﬀects due to the ﬁnal state interaction and/or
the ΛN N →N N N three body process. The E462 experiment found that the eﬀect was about
30% of the non-mesonic weak decay even for the light hypernucleus 5Λ He. Therefore, the
exclusive measurement with coincidence of all the decay particles is essential to determine the
observables of NMWD.
On the other hand, the most recent theoretical calculations showed that the pion and the
kaon exchanges contributed constructively to the If =1 amplitude f , which had been vanishing
in the old calculations, and destructively to the If =0 amplitudes c and d, which had been dominant over the If = 1 amplitudes. The new theoretical partial decay rates are now compatible
with the recent experimental results, consequently[23, 24, 25].
2.1.2

Weak decay of spin polarized Λ-hypernuclei

The parity violation of the NMWD process provides us interesting quantity to investigate the
spin and parity structures of the ΛN weak interaction. The quantity is the decay asymmetry
parameter, which relates to the asymmetric emission of decay particle with respect to the
Λ spin polarization[26]. The asymmetry is due to the interference between parity conserving
and violating amplitudes, and is expressed in terms of the six amplitudes in Table 1 as follows
[27]:
√
√
√
√
2 3Re[−ae∗ + b(c − 2d)∗ / 3 − f ( 2c + d)∗ ]
NM
.
(1)
αp =
{a2 + b2 + 3(c2 + d2 + e2 + f 2 )}
As discussed in the previous section, the amplitudes c, d and f are considered to have large
contributions to the NMWD widths, theoretically. Therefore, the asymmetry parameter is
5

√
3
mainly determined by the last term in Eq.(1), f ( 2c + d)∗ , which is sensitive to the
S1
√
∗
component in the initial ΛN state. However, there are other two terms, ae and b(c − 2d)∗ ,
which come from the interference between the initial 1 S0 and 3 S1 amplitudes. These two terms
were ignored in the old theoretical expression by Bando, et al.[28], since the 1 S0 states have no
asymmetry by themselves. A calculation based on the direct quark-exchange model suggested
the importance of the initial 1 S0 state[29]. Therefore, the reason of the importance of the
decay asymmetry parameter is that the parameter is sensitive to the both initial states, 1 S0
and 3 S1 , while the decay rates (except for the NMWD of 4Λ H and 4Λ He) is not aﬀected so much
by the 1 S0 initial state because each amplitude is weighted by the spin factor, 2S + 1, in the
expression of the partial decay rates (2S + 1=3 for the 3 S1 states and 2S + 1=1 for 1 S0 ).
Experimentally, a quite large value, αpN M =−1.3 ± 0.4, of the asymmetry parameter was
observed for NMWD of the polarized 12Λ C and 11Λ B hypernuclei by using the 12 C(π + , K + ) reaction in the KEK-PS-E160 experiment[30]. It suggested an equal importance of the If =0 (c
and d) and If =1 (f ) amplitudes and seemed to contradict the phenomenological analysis of
branching ratios at that moment, which suggested the dominance of the If =1 state. However,
we had an error of 40% for the asymmetry parameter. It was far below the accuracy that was
needed for the detailed comparison with theoretical calculations. We thus have carried out a
new experiment where the asymmetric non-mesonic weak decay was observed from the decay
of a polarized 5Λ He hypernucleus[31].
The E278 experiment was carried out at the K6 beamline of KEK-PS. The 6 Li(π + , K + p)5Λ He
reaction at Pπ =1.05GeV/c was used to produce the polarized 5Λ He. The experiment demonstrated that the polarized 5Λ He hypernucleus was really produced by the (π + , K + ) reaction[32].
The degrees of the polarization was determined experimentally from the decay asymmetry of
the mesonic weak decay of the hypernucleus. The large asymmetry parameter and the large
π − branching ratio of the 5Λ He MWD were essential for the precise measurement of the degrees
of the polarization of the Λ-hyperon in the hypernucleus. The observed polarization was consistent with the DWIA calculation[33], which included the Λ polarization in the elementary
reaction, 6 Li(π + , K + )6Λ Li, and the depolarization due to the proton emission, 6Λ Li→5Λ He+p.
The asymmetry parameter of NMWD derived from the Λ polarization and the proton decay
asymmetry was [34]:
αpN M = 0.24 ± 0.22
for 5Λ He (E278).
The result showed that the asymmetry parameter of NMWD had a positive sign and its
magnitude was quite small compared with that obtained in the E160 experiment. One expected
a contribution of the relative P-state in the initial ΛN system for the p-shell hypernuclei,
12
11
Λ C and Λ B, although most of the decay rate came from the initial S-state according to Ref.[35].
The theoretical calculations based on the meson-exchange model estimated the asymmetry
parameter to be around -0.7 independently of hypernuclear species. So, the theory preferred
the results of the E160 experiment rather than the E278 experiment.
Recently, the KEK-PS-E462 experiment has been carried out by using the same reaction as
the E278 experiment. The result suggested that the asymmetry parameter of the non-mesonic
weak decay of the 5Λ He hypernucleus was[36]:
αpN M = 0.08 ± 0.08+0.08
−0.00

for 5Λ He (E462).

which was quite small and consistent with the E278 experiment (see also Fig.2). Besides, a
preliminary analysis of the KEK-PS-E508 experiment showed that the asymmetry parameters
for NMWD of the 12Λ C and 11Λ B hypernuclei are also as small as that of the 5Λ He case, and
contradicts the E160 result. Although, the deﬁnite conclusion can not be derived from the
E508 experiment due to the diﬃculty in the determination of the hypernuclear polarization,
6

Figure 2: The plot shows the proton decay asymmetry of NMWD vs the polarization of a
Λ-hyperon in 5Λ He. The tangent of the correlation between the proton asymmetry and the
Λ polarization is a measure of the decay asymmetry parameter.
Table 3: Allowed spin states of the initial ΛN pair in the A=4 and 5 hypernuclei.
Hypernucleus
4
ΛH
4
Λ He
5
Λ He

Λn→nn
1
S0 , 3 S1
1
S0
1
S0 , 3 S1

Λp→np
1
S0
1
S0 , 3 S1
1
S0 , 3 S1

the experiments suggest the asymmetry parameter for NMWD is small also for the p-shell
hypernuclei.
So, currently we believe the values of the asymmetry parameter of NMWD are small, close
to 0, for both s- and p-shell Λ-hypernuclei, while the theory estimates it to be around -0.7.
2.1.3

Importance of precise measurements of A=4 and 5 hypernuclei

As discussed above, recent experimental results on the branching ratios became compatible with
the theoretical estimations. However, most of theoretical calculations could not explain the
values of the asymmetry parameter. Several theoretical attempts were carried out to override
the situation by introducing a σ meson exchange together with a quite strong breaking of the
∆I=1/2 rule[37] or by introducing an exchange of a very heavy meson[38], but the justiﬁcation
of such modiﬁcations in theories were necessary.
As we mentioned, the branching ratios (or partial decay rates) are mainly determined by
the initial 3 S1 amplitudes because the spin factor, 2S + 1, of the initial 3 S1 states are three
times larger than that of the 1 S0 states. However, the asymmetry parameter is determined
by the interference not only among the initial 3 S1 states but also between the initial 3 S1 and
1
S0 states. Therefore the exclusive measurement of the initial 1 S0 contribution is essential to
understand the branching ratio and the decay asymmetry of NMWD at the same time. Table 3
shows allowed initial states of NMWD in the Λn→nn and Λp→np channels for the A=4 and 5
hypernuclei. Since a pp (nn) pair in 4Λ He (4Λ H) forms 0+ state, and Λ and n (p) couples to 0+
to form overall 0+ spin-parity of the hypernuclear ground state, then the Λn→nn (Λp→np)
decay for the 4Λ He (4Λ H) hypernucleus starts only from the 1 S0 states. So, one can determine
7
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Figure 3: Allowed region of the NMWD amplitudes from a model-independent analysis
with the NMWD data of A=4 and 5 hypernuclei. Solid circles are predictions from theoretical calculations. See text for more details.

Figure 4: Prospects of the determination of
the NMWD amplitudes if we measure the
Γn /Γp (4Λ He) ratio with a 15% accuracy (red
lines). The blue line is a demonstration how
the Γn /Γp (4Λ H) ratio constrains the amplitudes.

the initial 1 S0 amplitude directly with measurements of these decay modes.
Figure 3 shows allowed regions of the NMWD amplitudes from a simple model-independent
analysis with the NMWD data of A=4 and 5 hypernuclei by assuming the ∆I=1/2 rule. The
horizontal and vertical axes are the ratios f 2 /(c2 + d2 + e2 ) and (a2 + b2 )/(c2 + d2 + e2 ),
respectively. The black, red and green solid lines indicate 1σ boundary of the regions from the
experimental Γn /Γp (5Λ He), Γn /Γp (4Λ He) and Γnm (4Λ He)/Γnm (4Λ H) ratios, respectively[15, 22, 14].
We used following equations in the model-independent analysis:
3Rn1 + Rn0
Γn 5
(Λ He) =
,
Γp
3Rp1 + Rp0

Γn 4
2Rn0
(Λ He) =
,
Γp
3Rp1 + Rp0

Rp1 = c2 + d2 + e2 + f 2 ,
Rn1 = κf f 2 ,

Γnm (4Λ He)
3Rp1 + Rp0 + 2Rn0
=
4
Γnm (Λ H)
3Rn1 + Rn0 + 2Rp0

Rp0 = a2 + b2

Rn0 = κab (a2 + b2 ),

κf = κab = 2.

Currently, the NMWD amplitudes are strongly restricted only by the Γn /Γp (5Λ He) ratio, and
the well restricted f 2 /(c2 + d2 + e2 ) ratio is a ratio of amplitudes within the 3 S1 component.
The ratio (a2 +b2 )/(c2 +d2 +e2 ), which is a ratio between the 1 S0 and 3 S1 amplitudes, is poorly
determined. Solid circles show several theoretical predictions[25, 38, 39]. It is clear that we
need more accurate experimental information on the 4Λ He and 4Λ H hypernuclei to pin down the
NMWD amplitudes. Figure 4 shows prospects of the amplitude determination if we measure
the Γn /Γp (4Λ He) ratio with a 15% acculacy (red lines). The measurement may improve the
situation of the amplitude determination dramatically.
The measurement of the asymmetry parameter for 5Λ He is also important, since we can not
determine each amplitude of a speciﬁc initial state only from the measurement of the partial
8

decay rate. Before the E462 experiment, only the decay protons were measured to derive
the asymmetry parameter. As mentioned above, the eﬀect of the ﬁnal state interaction was
considerably large even for 5Λ He. Recently, E462 reported the asymmetry parameter of 5Λ He by
a coincidence measurement of a pair of proton and neutron in the back-to-back kinematics[36]:
αpN M = 0.31 ± 0.22.
So, we already have an accurate information on the decay amplitudes from the asymmetry
measurement which is complementary with the information to be obtained from the study on
the A=4 hypernuclei.
2.1.4

Investigation of the ∆I=1/2 rule in NMWD

There is another interest in the measurement of the 1 S0 amplitudes. Among the amplitudes
listed in Table 1, the a, b and f amplitudes are sensitive to the “∆I=1/2 rule”, and the a and
b amplitudes or the 1 S0 amplitudes can be extracted from the NMWD measurements of the
A=4 hypernuclei as we mentioned above. If the ∆I=1/2 rule is hold in the non-mesonic weak
decay, the ratio of two decay widths, Γp of 4Λ H and Γn of 4Λ He, is expected to be 1:2, while if
∆I=3/2 amplitude dominates we will ﬁnd the ratio to be 2:1.
Γp (4Λ H)
1
=
4
Γn (Λ He)
2

if ∆I = 1/2 dominant,

Γp (4Λ H)
=2
Γn (4Λ He)

if ∆I = 3/2 dominant.

The precise measurements of these decay modes can provide an opportunity to test the
∆I=1/2 rule in NMWD. So far, the ∆I=1/2 rule have been proposed from the experimental results of the free weak decays of hyperons and mesons, and the ∆I=3/2 component was
believed to be very small in the weak process.
Another test of the contribution of the ∆I=3/2 amplitude in the NMWD process has
been discussed by Schumacher[40], in which experimental values of Γn /Γp (4Λ He), Γn /Γp (5Λ He)
and Γnm (4Λ He)/Γnm (4Λ H) have been used. Experimental data on NMWD of the 4Λ He and 4Λ H
hypernuclei are also important for such a test. The blue line in Fig.4 demonstrates how we
can constrain the NMWD amplitudes by the measurement of the ratio Γn /Γp (4Λ H), which is
represented as:
3Rn1 + Rn0
Γn 4
(Λ H) =
.
Γp
2Rp0
If the ∆I=1/2 rule holds, the region of the amplitudes determined by the three ratio measurements should have an overlap. If there is no overlap, it strongly suggests the breaking of the
∆I=1/2 rule in NMWD of hypernuclei.
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3

Proposed Experiments

As we discussed in the previous section, the measurement of the NMWD process for the A=4
and 5 hypernuclei are quite important and the lack of the experimental information on NMWD
of the A=4 hypernuclei prevents us to discuss the details of the ΛN weak interaction. So, new
experimental data on the A=4 hypernuclei are awaiting.
Here, we propose studies on the NMWD process of the A=4 hypernuclei. We believe the
measurement of NMWD for the 4Λ He hypernucleus is possible as a Day-1 experiment, and we will
be able to provide an experimental information to pin down the NMWD amplitudes. We wish
to emphasize that the information is also important for the discussion of the “∆I=1/2 rule”
in the future. We concentrate on the 4Λ He measurement in this proposal, and we discuss the
details of the experimental procedure for the measurement in this section.
To discuss the “∆I=1/2 rule” in NMWD of hypernuclei unambiguously, we have to measure also the decay of the 4Λ H hypernucleus. The measurement requires a drastic improvement
of experimental techniques, and we think the construction of the High-Intensity and HighResolution (HIHR) beamline[41] is one of key issues for the improvement. The construction of
the HIHR beamline is a long-range plan, and the time scale is out of the scope of this experimental proposal. The experimental procedures for the study on NMWD of 4Λ H hypernucleus is
described brieﬂy in Appendix A, and the conceptual design of the HIHR beamline is described
in Appendix B.

3.1

Precise measurement of NMWD of 4Λ He as Day-1 experiment

We propose to measure the NMWD partial decay widths of the 4Λ He hypernucleus as a Day-1
experiment at the J-PARC 50 GeV proton synchrotron facility. The precise determination
of the partial decay widths, Γ(Λn→nn) and Γ(Λp→np), requires a copious production of
the 4Λ He hypernucleus and an eﬃcient detection of the decay processes. The combination
of the K1.8 slow-extraction beamline, Superconducting Kaon Spectrometer (SKS) and a large
acceptance decay arm detector system are the best solution for such a study. Once we determine
the partial decay widths of 4Λ He NMWD, we can set strong constraint to the NMWD decay
amplitudes as we discussed in Sec.2.1.3.
3.1.1

K1.8 beamline and SKS spectrometer

We are planning to use the 4 He(π + , K + )4Λ He reaction with 1.1 GeV/c π + beam from the K1.8
beamline at the J-PARC 50 GeV PS to produce the 4Λ He hypernucleus. Figure 5 shows a layout
of the primary target, K1.8 beamline and spectrometer in the 50GeV PS experimental facility.
Since the non spin-ﬂip interaction is strong for the (π + , K + ) reaction at the pion beam
momentum, the reaction populates the 0+ ground states of the 4Λ He hypernucleus. Theoretical
estimation of the reaction cross section was done based on a DWIA calculation[42], and the
cross section is shown in Fig.6 as a function of the pion beam momentum. The pion beam
energy dependence of the production cross section of 4Λ He(g.s., 0+ ) has two plateaus in the
regions 1.1–1.2GeV/c and 1.4–1.5GeV/c. By taking into account available large acceptance
spectrometers with good momentum resolutions at Day-1 and momentum dependence of the
spectrometer resolutions[43], we are planning to use the K1.8 beamline, to be available at
Day-1, and set the beamline momentum to 1.1 GeV/c.
The Superconducting Kaon Spectrometer (SKS) is used to detect produced K + to achieve
a large angular acceptance (∼100 msr) and a good momentum resolution at the same time.
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Differential Cross Section (µb/sr)

Figure 5: Floor plan of the primary target, K1.8 beamline and SKS spectrometer.
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Figure 6: Theoretically estimated diﬀerential cross section of the 4 He(π + , K + )4Λ He(g.s., 0+ )
reaction at θLAB =4◦ based on a DWIA calculation[42].
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Figure 7:
Excitation energy resolutions
achieved in the past experiments with SKS as
a function of the target thicknesses in a unit of
radiation lengths (circles). See text for more
details.

Figure 8: Same plot as Fig.7 with a horizontal
axis in a unit of g/cm2 .

The mass (excitation energy) resolution of hypernuclei should be less than 2 MeV (FWHM),
since the binding energy of the ground state of 4Λ He is 2.42 ± 0.04 MeV[44].
Figures 7 and 8 show summaries of excitation energy resolutions (FWHM) achieved by
SKS in past experiments[45, 46, 47, 48, 49] as a function of the target thicknesses in the
units of the radiation length (Fig.7) and length in g/cm2 (Fig.8). The curves in the ﬁgures
are results of simple estimations of the resolution with energy-loss and multiple-scattering in
targets and other contributions (includes intrinsic resolutions of the beamline spectrometer and
SKS and the momentum spread due to materials in the beamline). Red, purple, light-blue,
blue and green colors correspond to Pb, La, Y, C and He targets, respectively. The energy
resolution is dominated by the contribution from the energy-loss straggling in the case of the
(π + , K + ) reaction, which is roughly proportional to the square-root of the target thickness
in g/cm2 . For thin targets, other contributions independent from the target thickness are
not negligible. Since we are planning to use a liquid He (LHe) target of about 2 g/cm2 in
thickness (∼15cm, ∼0.02 X0 ), we can achieve the required resolution, 2 MeV. Figure 9 shows
a result of a simple simulation calculation of the excitation energy (Ex) spectrum with the 2
MeV resolution. The amount of the quasi-free Λ production background was assumed to be
10 times as much as that of the signal 4Λ He production in the region Ex<15MeV. The yields
in the ﬁgure corresponds to 4 weeks of beam time.
3.1.2

Decay arm: detection of particles from NMWD

Particles from the weak decay of hypernuclei are measured by the decay arm detector system
which consists of a cylindrical drift chamber (CDC) and a stack of plastic scintillation counters
(range counter system and TOF counter system) as shown in Figs. 10 and 11.
CDC is for the tracking of the charged particles (protons and charged pions). CDC will be
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Figure 9: Simulation calculation of the excitation energy spectrum of the 4 He(π + , K + ) reaction. The energy resolution of 2 MeV (FWHM) and the quasi-free background of integrated
yield (Ex<15MeV) 10 times as much as that of the signal events were assumed.

Figure 10: A conceptual design of the decay arm
detector system. Figure shows a side view.
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Figure 11: Same as Fig.10. Figure shows a
beam view.

Table 4: Current design of the layers of the range counter system and readout methods.
layer
width×length
thickness
1st
200mm×1000mm 10 mm
2nd–10th 200mm×1000mm
5 mm

readout
light guide and conventional PMT
WLS-ﬁber and multi-anode PMT

built for the J-PARC E15 experiment under a collaboration of RIKEN-KEK-Osaka-OsakaEC,
and it will be able to use for this experiment without any modiﬁcations. A tracking of π − is
crucial in this experiment because stopping of a negative pion in materials produces several
nucleons after the π − absorption at rest, and the nucleons become a source of background in
the NMWD measurement especially for the Λn→nn process. The rejection of π − was usually
done by more simple detectors, like thin plastic scintillation detectors, in experiments in the
past, but additional material around the target due to the detectors became a source of the
π − stopping. We believe CDC is a better solution for the π − rejection from a view point of the
amount of materials around the target. The eﬀects of the π − absorption at rest to the NMWD
measurement is discussed in detail in Sec.3.1.5. CDC helps also the tracking of protons which
is necessary to determine the emission angle of the proton relative to the neutron emission.
The range counter system consists of layers of thin plastic scintillation detectors, and are
used to identify and determine the energy of charged particles (protons and pions) by measuring
the stopping-power, total energy deposit, stopping range and hit position. Table 4 shows
current design of the range counter system. The 1st layer of the range counter system is used
for the measurement of the stopping-power and hit position, and is read out by ordinary PMT
to achieve good timing and energy resolutions. The layers from 2nd to 10th are mainly used
for the stopping range determination.
For the neutron detection, layers of thick plastic scintillation detectors (TOF counter system) are used and energies of neutrons are determined by measuring the time-of-ﬂight between
the start timing counter in the pion beam (T0) and the TOF modules. Expected overall timing
resolution for the time-of-ﬂight measurement is about 200 ps (σ). A typical ﬂight length of
particles from the LHe target to the TOF modules is 70cm, and the distance is long enough for
a γ/n separation with the 200 ps time resolution: cf., typical tofN −tofγ =2ns. The detection
eﬃciency of energetic neutrons from NMWD is roughly 1%/cm if we set the detector threshold
to 1 MeVee , and we expect about 30% eﬃciency with the TOF counter system of 30 cm in
thickness. In front of the TOF counter system, one layer of 10 mm plastic scintillation detector
is placed to veto charged particles (charge veto). The size and design of the charge veto is
same as that of the 1st layer of the range counter system.
The size and design of the decay arm modules are almost same with that used in the recent
experiments to measure NMWD at KEK-PS (E462, E508, etc.), where we conﬁrmed that the
n/γ separation and the kinetic energy measurement could be done well. The acceptance of the
decay arm will be improved considerably from that of the previous experiments. Further, the
introduction of the range counter system improves the quality of the π/p separation. A range
counter system with a similar structure has been used in the KEK-PS-E307 experiment and it
had an excellent performance of the π/p separation[50].
3.1.3

Yield estimation in case of the 4 He(π + , K + )4Λ He reaction

Table 5 shows basic parameters to estimate the yield of the NMWD events. The value of the
pion beam momentum is set to relatively lower value, 1.1 GeV/c, because the SKS acceptance
14

Table 5: Basic parameters for the measurement of the 4Λ He NMWD events.
Parameters
Values
Parameter in Eqs.(2)–(4)
π + beam momentum
1.1 GeV/c
π + beam intensity
1 × 107 /spill
NBeam
PS acceleration cycle
3.4 sec/spill
TCycle
4
2
He target thickness
2 g/cm
NT arget
Reaction cross section
10 µb/sr
dσ/dΩ
Spectrometer solid angle
0.1 sr
ΩSP
Spectrometer eﬃciency
0.5
εSP
Analysis eﬃciency
0.5
εAnal
Decay counter acceptance for proton
0.25
apDecay
Decay counter acceptance for neutron
0.4
anDecay
Eﬃciency for decay protons
0.8
εp
Eﬃciency for decay neutrons
0.3
εn
Branching ratio of Λn→nn process
0.01
BR(Λn→nn)
Branching ratio of Λp→np process
0.1∗
BR(Λp→np)
* Experimentally obtained branching ratio is 0.16 ± 0.02 [22, 14].

for the scattered K + decreases as the increase of the beam energy and the momentum resolution
also gets worse. The rate of the 4Λ He(0+ ) production is estimated as follows:
Y ield (4Λ He(0+ )) = NBeam ×

NT arget
dσ
T ime
× NA ×
× ΩSP × εSP × εAnal ×
4
dΩ
TCycle

(2)

We expect 0.75 4Λ He(0+ )/spill ∼ 19k 4Λ He(0+ )/day. By using parameters in Table 5, the event
rates of the Λn→nn and Λp→np processes are estimated as follows:
Y ield (Λn → nn) = Y ield (4Λ He(0+ )) × BR(Λn → nn) × (anDecay × εn )2
Y ield (Λp → pn) = Y ield (4Λ He(0+ )) × BR(Λn → pn) × (anDecay × εn ) × (apDecay × εp )

(3)
(4)

We expect 75 events for the Λn→nn decay and 1300 events for the Λp→np decay in 4 weeks of
beam time, and we can achieve 12% statistical error even for the rare Λn→nn decay process (if
branching ratio is ∼1%). Please note that the current Γ(Λn→nn) is just consistent with zero,
Γ(Λn→nn)= (0.06+0.28
−0.06 )ΓΛ [22], and a ﬁnite value is not obtained, yet. We will be able to set
a ﬁnite branching ratio of the Λn→nn process in the 4Λ He hypernucleus in good accuracy for
the ﬁrst time. We believe we will be able to pin down the NMWD amplitudes as we discussed
in Sec.2.1.3 and Fig.4.
In the discussion above, we ignored the actual geometry of the decay arm and used averaged
acceptances for protons and neutrons, apDecay and anDecay . The practical detector acceptances
are calculated for pn and nn pairs as functions of cos of the pn and nn opening angles by
considering the practical geometries of the decay arm, and the results are shown in Figs.12 and
13. The detection eﬃciencies in the ﬁgures should be compared with anDecay in Table 5, and
the eﬃciencies in the back-to-back region, θpn <−0.8 and θpn <−0.8, are about 1.5 times larger
than the averaged value, anDecay =0.4. So, we expect slightly larger yields in the measurement
of the back-to-back conﬁguration.
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Figure 12: Eﬃciency of the pn pair detection
as a function of cos of the pn opening angle.
The number should be compared with anDecay
in Table 5.

Figure 13: Same plot as Fig.12 for the nn pair
detection.

Table 6: Basic parameters to estimate the 4Λ He(0+ ) yield by the (K − , π − ) reaction.
Parameters
Values
−
K beam momentum
0.90 GeV/c
−
K beam intensity
3.6 × 105 /spill
PS acceleration cycle
3.4 sec/spill
4
He target thickness
2 g/cm2
Reaction cross section
1.5 mb/sr
Spectrometer solid angle
0.02 sr
Spectrometer eﬃciency
0.8
Analysis eﬃciency
0.5

3.1.4

Parameter in Eq.(2)
NBeam
TCycle
NT arget
dσ/dΩ
ΩSP
εSP
εAnal

Possibility of the 4 He(K − , π − )4Λ He reaction

In the previous section, we described an experiment at the K1.8 beamline with intense π + beams
and SKS. Another option is an experiment with K − beams at the K1.1 or K1.8BR beamline.
The parameters necessary to estimate yields for the case of the (K − , π − ) reaction are listed
in Table 6. The beam intensity estimation assumed the PS operation at 30 GeV, the primary proton beam intensity of 9 µA, and 0.9 GeV/c operation of the beamline. The SPES2
spectrometer was used and the reaction cross section came from the DWIA calculation[42].
Figure 14(a) shows the theoretical diﬀerential cross section as a function of the K − beam momentum. Since the K − beam intensity at the secondary target strongly depends on the beam
momentum due to the short kaon decay distance, the product of the diﬀerential cross section
and the K − beam intensity is also plotted in Fig.14(b). The value of the product in (b) for the
0.9 GeV/c beam momentum is not the maximum value (it has the maximum at around 1.1
GeV/c), but the beam momentum is limited by the maximum magnetic rigidity of the SPES2
spectrometer.
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Figure 14: (a) Theoretically estimated diﬀerential cross section of the 4 He(K − , π − )4Λ He(g.s.,
0+ ) reaction at θLAB =4◦ based on the DWIA calculation[42], and (b) the product of the
diﬀerential cross section and the kaon beam intensity at the secondary target.
An event rate estimation resulted in ∼33k 4Λ He(0+ )/day. Although the rate is higher than
that by the (π + , K + ) reaction, we think the option of the (K − , π − ) reaction at the K1.1 or
K1.8BR beamline has much larger ambiguity than the experiment at K1.8: e.g., the beamline
construction schedule, the K − beam intensity at the early stage of the 50GeV PS operation,
K − decay backgrounds, etc.
3.1.5

Eﬀects of π − absorption at rest

Since we will investigate the NMWD of 4Λ He hypernuclei and the branching ratio of the
Λn→nn process is believed to be considerably small (1–4%), some backgrounds of energetic
neutron may aﬀect to the precision of the measurement. In the proposed experiment, we
will identify the (π + , K + ) reaction very cleanly and select the 4Λ He(g.s.) productions in the
4
He(π + , K + ) reaction by the missing-mass methods with a good mass resolution. So, we believe we can safely remove backgrounds from reactions without hyperon production, such as
the (π + ,πnn) reaction. Another candidate of the background is a quasi-free production of a
Λ hyperon followed by the Λ→π − p decay and the π − absorption at rest because the π − absorption may produce several energetic nucleons. The background may be reduced considerably
again by the missing-mass cut, because the signal region (Λ bound region) is well separated
from the quasi-free region (see Fig.9).
We think the most serious background process is the neutron emission of the π − absorption
at rest after the mesonic weak decay (MWD) of the 4Λ He hypernucleus:
4
Λ He

→ 3 He + p + π − ,

π − + A → n + n + X.

The background can not be removed by the missing-mass method because it comes from the
−
4
is stopped around the target and the absorption process emits
Λ He hypernucleus. If the π
two energetic neutrons, in principle, it is very hard to discriminate the background events from
the signal events. The end point of the π − momentum from the MWD process is estimated
to be about 103 MeV/c which corresponds to a stopping-range of roughly 5.5 g/cm2 in low
Z materials. The most thick material around the target is the liquid He target itself in our
17

Figure 15: Distribution of π − total energies from the MWD process of the 4Λ He hypernucleus
shown in Ref.[51]. The solid line shows a results of a realistic theoretical calculation. The
histogram shows a distribution experimentally obtained.
proposed setup, and the maximum thickness is about 2 g/cm2 . So, we believe the major π − ’s
from the MWD process do not stop around the target. Some fraction of π − ’s go through CDC
and the π − rejection by CDC works well. Other π − ’s are emitted to the direction close to the
beamline, and stop in materials more than 0.5 m away from the target.
Of course, MWD of the 4Λ He hypernucleus is a 3-body decay and the momentum of π − may
become considerably small. Figure 15 shows a distribution of π − total energies from the MWD
process of the 4Λ He hypernucleus by a realistic theoretical calculation (solid line) together
with an experimental distribution (histogram) presented in Ref.[51]. The 2 g/cm2 material
(maximum thickness of the LHe target) stops π − ’s with total energies smaller than 160 MeV,
so about 1/5 of π − ’s from MWD are candidates of the stopping in the target. We wish to
emphasize that the average traveling length in the LHe target for π − ’s produced in the target
is shorter than 2 g/cm2 and the fraction of the π − stopping in the target may be smaller than
1/5. Since the branching ratio of the π − MWD process of 4Λ He was estimated to be about 33%
[22], we believe the stopping of π − ’s from MWD in the target is smaller than 7% in the worst
case. For the measurement of the Λn→nn NMWD at the 1% level of the branching ratio, at
least a reduction factor of 7 is necessary for the nn pair events from the π − absorption to keep
the S/N ratio larger than 1.
A Monte Carlo simulation calculation based on GEANT4 was performed to estimate the
number of energetic nn pairs from the π − absorption. In the simulation, 2.5M π − ’s were generated and stopped at the center of the decay arm detector system. Several types of materials
of the π − stopping (Li, C, Al and Fe) were tried. Unfortunately, the simulation of the LHe case
was not available because the standard GEANT4 could not treat the π − absorption process in
LHe, so we discuss the π − absorption background by assuming a smooth Z dependence in the
following.
Figure 16 shows the distribution of the summation of kinetic energies, En1+En2, of the
background nn pair detected by the left-right or top-bottom pair of the decay arm pair for
Li (a), C (b) and Fe (c). The number of total nn pairs in the ﬁgure was about 3050, 9100 and
22500 for the Li, C and Fe cases, respectively. The numbers mean the background reduction
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Figure 16: Distribution of the summation of kinetic energies, En1+En2, of the background
nn pair from the π − absorption detected by the left-right or top-bottom decay arm pair for
Li (a), C (b) and Fe (c).
factors by the simple nn pair detection are:
3050 / (2.5M × 0.015) = 1/12.2

for Li

9100 / (2.5M × 0.015) = 1/4.1

for C

22500 / (2.5M × 0.015) = 1/1.6

for Fe

by taking into account about 1.5% of the nn pair detection eﬃciency with the decay arm.
Table 7 shows reduction factors when we make cuts on the sum energy. The amount of the
Table 7: Reduction factors when cuts on the sum energy En1+En2 are applied.
reduction factors
material 50 MeV cut 60 MeV cut 70
Li
1/108
1/227
C
1/29
1/67
Fe
1/14
1/35

MeV cut
1/496
1/177
1/88

reduced background is small enough to achieve a S/N ratio close to 10 even if the stopping
material is Fe (the worst case). For the low Z materials, a further reduction of the background
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is expected with the same sum energy cut. Since the sum energy of the signal events distribute
from 50 to 170 MeV, the ineﬃciency due to the sum energy cut is not large for the signal
events.
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4

Time Schedule

Table 8 shows the status of the equipments to be used in the proposed experiment. As shown
in the table, the spectrometers (beamline and SKS), liquid He target and CDC will be ready
at the Day-1 in collaboration with E05 and E15. For the liquid He target, we will use existing
cryostat but need a minor modiﬁcation of the target He container and the vacuum jacket. The
T0 counter and range counter system will be built newly. A half of required number of TOF
modules are exist at KEK, and we will built another half of the TOF modules.
Time schedule of the construction of the equipments is shown in Fig.17.
Table 8: Status of the equipments to be used in the proposed experiment.
equipment
Beam line spectrometer
SKS
Liquid He target
T0 detector
CDC
Range detector
TOF detector

㪝㪰㪇㪍

status
to be constructed by E05 Collaboration
existing at KEK, transfer and upgrade by E05 Collaboration
existing at RIKEN, need minor modiﬁcation
new
to be constructed by E15 Collaboration
new
50% existing at KEK, 50% new

㪝㪰㪇㪎

㪝㪰㪇㪏

㪝㪰㪇㪐

㪢㪈㪅㪏㩷㪹㪼㪸㫄㩷㫃㫀㫅㪼 㫄㪸㪾㫅㪼㫋
㪤㪮㪧㪚㪃㩷㪛㪚
㪩㪼㪸㪻㫆㫌㫋
㪚㫆㫌㫅㫋㪼㫉㫊

㪪㪢㪪

㫄㪸㪾㫅㪼㫋
㪪㪛㪚㪈㪄㪊
㪪㪛㪚㪋㪄㪍
㪚㫆㫌㫅㫋㪼㫉㫊

㪣㪟㪼㩷㫋㪸㫉㪾㪼㫋
㪫㪇㩷㪺㫆㫌㫅㫋㪼㫉
㪚㪛㪚
㪩㪸㫅㪾㪼㩷㪺㫆㫌㫅㫋㪼㫉
㪫㪦㪝㩷㪺㫆㫌㫅㫋㪼㫉
㪚㫆㫃㫃㪸㪹㫆㫉㪸㫋㫀㫆㫅㩷㫎㫀㫋㪿㩷㪜㪇㪌

㪛㪼㫊㫀㪾㫅㩷㪸㫅㪻㩷㪩㩽㪛

㪝㪸㪹㫃㫀㪺㪸㫋㫀㫆㫅

㪚㫆㫃㫃㪸㪹㫆㫉㪸㫋㫀㫆㫅㩷㫎㫀㫋㪿㩷㪜㪈㪌
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Figure 17: Time schedule of the preparation of each equipment.
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5

Cost Estimation

Table 9 shows cost estimation for the equipments to be built or to be modiﬁed for the proposed
experiment. Most of the equipments will be prepared by the Grant-In-Aid Priority Areas
“Multi-quark systems with strangeness” from Japanese Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports,
Science and Technology (MEXT). We are planning a recycle use of existing electronics, e.g.,
HV and discriminators, if possible. We hope a support from J-PARC on some running costs,
e.g., LHe and chamber gas.
Table 9: Cost estimation of equipments for the proposed experiment.
equipment

item

cost (JPY)

Beam spectrometer

MWPC 1mm
MWPC encoder

4,000,000 Grant-In-Aid
20,000,000 Grant-In-Aid

liquid He target

modiﬁcation
LHe

2,500,000
3,000,000

T0 detector

scintillator
PMT

500,000 Grant-In-Aid
2,000,000 Grant-In-Aid

CDC

mechanical support
chamber gas

1,500,000 Grant-In-Aid
1,000,000

Range counter system

scintillator
WLS-ﬁber
multi-anode PMT
PMT
cable
ADC
TDC
HV supply
discriminator

4,000,000
500,000
3,200,000
1,600,000
800,000
1,600,000
1,600,000

Grant-In-Aid
Grant-In-Aid
Grant-In-Aid
Grant-In-Aid
Grant-In-Aid
Grant-In-Aid
Grant-In-Aid
Recycle
Recycle

TOF detector

mechanical support
scintillator
PMT
cable
ADC
TDC
HV supply
discriminator

1,500,000
7,500,000
12,000,000
1,800,000
2,000,000
2,000,000

Grant-In-Aid
Grant-In-Aid
Grant-In-Aid
Grant-In-Aid
Grant-In-Aid
Grant-In-Aid
Recycle
Recycle
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source

Grant-In-Aid

A

Measurement of NMWD of 4ΛH hypernucleus

As a future experiment, here we describe the study of the NMWD of the 4Λ H hypernucleus,
although the experiment have to wait the construction of the HIHR beamline. We discuss
event rates in the future experiment, but these numbers may have large ambiguity due to the
performance of the HIHR beamline and the tolerable maximum count rate of the decay counter
system. More realistic estimation can be made after the construction of the HIHR beamline
and the studies in the Day-1 experiment.

A.1

Production of 4Λ H hypernucleus

To produce 4Λ H hypernucleus, we need to use single charge-exchange reactions. Here we propose
to use the (π − , K 0 ) reaction. Since the 4 He(π − , K 0 )4Λ H and 4 He(π + , K + )4Λ He reactions are
isospin symmetric reactions with each other, we can use the cross section in Fig.6 as an input
in the following yield estimation.
The most signiﬁcant diﬀerence between the (π + , K + ) and the (π − , K 0 ) reactions is the
detection of the K 0 particle. Since K 0 is usually detected as KS and KS decays mainly to
a π + π − (68.95%) or 2π 0 (31.05%) pair, the detection eﬃciency of K 0 is much smaller than
that of K + . To override the diﬃculty of the small detection eﬃciency, we propose to use the
high-intensity and high-resolution (HIHR) beamline and spectrometer[41]. We can obtain and
handle pion beams with intensity up to 109 per spill with the HIHR beamline at J-PARC.
The binding energy of the ground state of 4Λ H is 2.08 ± 0.06 MeV[44], so the spectrometer have to have a better energy resolution of 1.5 MeV (FWHM). The HIHR beamline and
spectrometer system can be designed so that we can have an enough resolution for the study
(see Appendix B for more details). Based on the use of the HIHR beamline and experimental
parameters listed in Table 10, we estimated the yield of the 4Λ H hypernuclei as follows:
Table 10: Basic parameters for the measurement of the 4Λ H NMWD events.
Parameters
Values
Parameter in Eqs.(5)
π + beam momentum
1.1 GeV/c
π + beam intensity
1 × 109 /spill
NBeam
PS acceleration cycle
3.4 sec/spill
TCycle
4
He target thickness
1 g/cm2
NT arget
Reaction cross section
10 µb/sr
dσ/dΩ
Spectrometer solid angle
0.02 sr
ΩSP
Spectrometer eﬃciency
0.03
εSP
Analysis eﬃciency
0.5
εAnal
Decay counter acceptance for proton
0.26 (or 0.4)
apDecay
Decay counter acceptance for neutron
0.4
anDecay
Eﬃciency for decay protons
0.8
εp
Eﬃciency for decay neutrons
0.3
εn
Branching ratio of Λn→nn
0.1∗
BR(Λn→nn)
Branching ratio of Λp→np
0.01∗
BR(Λp→np)
* Experimentally obtained NMWD decay branching ratio, BR(Λn→nn)+BR(Λp→np),
is 0.13 ± 0.08 [22].
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Y ield (4Λ H) = NBeam ×

NT arget
dσ
T ime
× NA ×
× ΩSP × εSP × εAnal ×
4
dΩ
TCycle

(5)

In Table 10, the spectrometer acceptance εSP includes the decay branching ratio of K 0 (K 0
→ KS → π + π − ; 34.5%) and the eﬃciency of the detection of the π + π − pair. We expect a
production rate of ∼11.4k 4Λ H/day.

A.2

Measurement of NMWD

The decay arm detector system discussed in Sec.3.1.2 and shown in Figs.10 and 11 can be
used also for this experiment. We expect roughly 460 events for the Λn→nn decay and 80
events for Λp→np in 4 weeks. We can achieve 11 % statistical error even for the Λp→np decay
which we have to measure, while we have only the decay rate of the non-mesonic weak decay,
Γnm =(0.17 ± 0.11)ΓΛ , so far [22]. In the measurement of the 4 He(π + , K + )4Λ He reaction, we
have a smaller angular acceptance for the proton detection than that of neutrons, but the
acceptance of the proton side is easily increased by an addition of the range counter modules.
We expect an improvement of the decay counter acceptance for protons, apDecay = 0.26 → 0.4.
As discussed in Sec.3.1.5, the π − absorption at rest is a possible background for the
measurement of the NMWD process. The π − partial decay width for 4Λ H hypernucleus,
4
Γπ− (4Λ H)=(1.00+0.18
−0.15 )ΓΛ [20], is roughly 3 times larger than that for the Λ He hypernucleus,
4
−
Γπ− (Λ He)=(0.33 ± 0.05)ΓΛ [22]. Fortunately, the π absorption background is serious only for
the nn pair detection and the branching ratio to the nn channel is expected to be 10% level for
the 4Λ H hypernucleus (1% level for 4Λ He), and the overall S/N ratio is expected to be 3 times
better compared with the 4Λ He case.
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B

High-Resolution GeV-Pion Beam line

The main proton synchrotron of J-PARC will deliver a high-power beam of 50 GeV and 15 µA.
By taking advantage of the low-emittance primary beam, a High-Intensity and High-Resolution
(HIHR) GeV-Pion Beam Line can be designed. The beam line will provide a pion intensity
as high as 109 per second and a momentum resolution as good as 10−4 , which are respectively
1000-times more and 10-times better than those realized at K6 of the KEK 12-GeV PS [52]
The present beam-line facility will enable us to increase the production rate of hypernuclei
drastically, and will provide us a so-called hypernuclear factory with the (π, K + ) reaction. The
(π, K + ) reaction has unique features; 1) it favors to populate stretched states, 2) can produce
polarized hypernuclei, and 3) is a background-free reaction. The (π, K + ) reaction plays a
complementary role on the hypernuclear study to the (K − , π) reaction. Thus, the pion beam
line should be constructed. Utilizing the present facility, next-generation hypernuclear studies
with high precision will be proceeded at J-PARC, where high resolution, high statistics, and
high sensitivity will be key issues.
A layout of the proposed beam line is illustrated in Fig.18, together with a kaon spectrometer. The beam line consists of two halves. The ﬁrst half is from PP to MS and for separating

Figure 18: Layout of high-intensity and high-resolution pion beam line and kaon spectrometer.
pions from the other secondary particles with an electrostatic separator. The ﬁrst part is
so called “K1.8-BR” beam-line and will be constructed as the upstream part of the “K1.8”
beam-line.
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Since no tracking devices are available, due to the high counting rate, the beam momentum
must be determined by measuring the reaction point where the beam position is strongly
correlated with its momentum. Thus, the second half is from MS to FF and for making the
beam dispersive vertically at FF. The dispersion and vertical magniﬁcation at FF are to be
∼10cm/% and -0.4, respectively. A momentum resolution of 10−4 can be achieved when the
source size (production target) is smaller than 2.5mm.
The total length and acceptance of the beam line are 35m and 4msr·%. According to the
Sanford-Wang formula[53] the π + intensity is estimated to be more than 109 per second with a
platinum production target 6cm long.
The kaon spectrometer in the ﬁgure is designed to be a resolution as good as 10−4 to match
with the pion beam line. This is obviously optimized for the resolution, compromising with
the acceptance and kaon survival rate. The speciﬁcations of the kaon spectrometer should be
changed, if necessary, so that the resolution, acceptance, maximum central momentum, total
length, cost, and so on, will have to meet experimental requests. The design concept of the
kaon spectrometer is summarized as follows.
1. The kaon momentum is determined by the hit position at the focal plane. The resolution
is almost determined by the horizontal beam size at the experimental target.
2. The vertical vertex point can be reconstructed from the vertical position and divergence
at the focal plane. The vertex resolution of less than 1mm is thus required so that the
beam momentum resolution is to be 10−4 , which is predominantly determined by the
primary beam size at the production target.
3. Satisfying items 1 and 2, we could remove any vertex detectors at around the target,
where the counting rate is expected to be too high to drive counters.
We could design a kaon spectrometer to meet above conditions. The horizontal magniﬁcation
and dispersion are -0.851 and 8.327 cm/%, respectively. The vertical magniﬁcation (R33)
is -3.08. Since the spectrometer has a vertical focus, the vertex resolution is determined
by YO =YI /R33 ∼ 0.5mm/3.08 ∼ 0.16mm << 1mm, where YO and YI represent the vertex
resolution (object size) and position resolution (image size) at the focal plane, respectively.
Speciﬁcations of the pion beam line and kaon spectrometer are summarized in Table 11.
Table 11: Speciﬁcations of the pion beam line and kaon spectrometer.

Max. Central Momentum (GeV/c)
Total Length (m)
Horizontal Acceptance (mrad)
Vertical Acceptance (mrad)
Momentum acceptance (%)
Horizontal Magniﬁcation
Vertical Magniﬁcation
Dispersion (cm/%)
Momentum Resolution (∆P/P )
a)

π Beam Line
1.5
34.738
±50
±10
±1
0.773
-0.409
10.614
10−4

K Spectrometer
1.5
12.4
±100
±40
±5
-0.851
-3.084
8.327
10−4 a)

Corrections for higher order aberrations are required.
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An updated layout of the high-intensity and high-resolution beamline and kaon spectrometer ﬁtted to current ﬂoor plan of the experimental hall is shown in Fig.19.

Figure 19: Layout of high-intensity and high-resolution pion beam line ﬁtted to the current
ﬂoor plan of the experimental hall.
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